
BCGC RFBR Health Pandemic Protocol

All participants must call the RFBR Match Director no later than 7 pm the 
night before the match, even if you have signed up on Member Planet. At 
that time you will be signed up for your rifle class, assigned a relay and 
bench number. 

Pre-Entries only, there will be no “Walk On’s”. There will be only 7 shooters 
per relay, with 3 relays for a total of 21 entries for all rifle classes combined. 

Relay #1 will start approximately 0800, Relay #2 will start no sooner than 
1000, and Relay 3 will start no sooner than 1200. 

Participants wishing to shoot 2 classes must declare a “Primary” and a 
“Bonus” class with the understanding your “Bonus” class entry may get 
bumped out so someone can shoot a “Primary” class. Should that happen, 
you will be notified ASAP. 

Because of the limited number of benches, you are encouraged to sign up 
well ahead of time for as many matches as you are planning on shooting in 
to make sure you don’t get left out.

Only 7 benches will be used to maintain Safe Social Distancing. The 
benches used will be 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13. 

Only participants in the relay firing for record, “Scorers” and a Line Officer 
will be allowed near the line, all others must stay in their vehicle or near the 
parking lot until their relay is called to the line. 

Once a relay is totally done, and a cease fire is called, you may retrieve your 
targets, and remove your equipment from the line. When all equipment is 
cleared from the firing line, the next relay will be called up. 

Facemasks are mandatory when near the firing line, with the following 
exceptions; once your relay is called to the line and everyone is sitting 
stationary at their bench, you may remove your mask. Official Scorers and 
the Line Officer may remove their masks while practicing “Safe Distancing”. 

After all scores are posted, you will be handed your targets at which time 
you will have a 15 minute “Protest” period to challenge them if needed. 
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Please call the RFBR Director with any questions you may have.
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